Out of the box, Drupal Commerce is not, as yet, very streamlined in terms of purchaser experience or non-technical store administration. In part, this is due to its relative youth in development and especially in wide deployment, but a significant factor is the modularity: A lot of functionality that is provided as part of the default system in Ubercart must be installed as an optional companion module with commerce – for example, there is no shipping or payment without installing the relevant modules. In this guide I am going to be using this module extensively and will be sharing some ideas on improving the customer experience and ease of non-technical admin on a typical Commerce site. Update November 2013. Drupal is a powerful, but
complex, Web Content Management System, being adopted by many libraries. Installing Drupal typically involves adding additional modules for flexibility and increased functionality. Although installing additional modules does incre... This article explains why particular modules were chosen or developed, how the design enhanced the user experience, how the CMS architecture was created, and how other library systems were integrated into Drupal. The Drupal 8 Admin User Experience can be frustrating at best; however, there are simple improvements to add to the Drupal interface. Drupal 8 has made great strides to improve its admin interface; it is becoming evident that UX/UI has become a real priority for Drupal 8. The admin is responsive out of the box, a WYSIWYG is included in Core, and there have been recent UX/UI improvements to the status report page. New features are being contributed by the community and modules such as the Media Module are making their way into Drupal Core to improve image and other media handling. Prioritize Admin Theme Customization. These recent improvements do not mean that you should neglect customizing the admin theme for your admin user...